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Mastering the learning curve of
endoscopic mitral valve surgery
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Endoscopic mitral valve surgery is a challenging procedure. Surgical volume is
mandatory to achieve sufficient proficiency and superior results. To this date the
learning curve has proven to be challenging. Offering high-fidelity simulation based
training for both residents as experienced surgeons can help in establishing and
enlarging surgical competences in shorter time without intraoperative trial and error.
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Introduction

Endoscopic mitral valve surgery was first introduced in 1966 by Alain Carpentier (1).

Over the years this challenging procedure improved extensively by the development and

refinement of patient selection, (pre)-operative planning, surgical techniques and

simulation based training (2, 3). Minimally invasive approaches offer the possibility of

superior surgical and post-operative outcomes by enhanced dexterity (4). However,

surgical volume is mandatory to achieve sufficient proficiency and superior results (5, 6).

To this date the learning curve has proven to be challenging. Literature suggest in order

to perform minimally invasive mitral valve surgery (MIMVS), a surgeon will need to

complete 75 to 125 operations to overcome the associated learning curve (6).

The past decades, MIMVS is increasingly accepted by cardiothoracic surgeons and is

nowadays even the golden standard in few highly-experienced centers (7). As a result, patient

demand is increasing, which may lead to more surgeons adopting the MIMVS technique (8).

To facilitate in this growing interest in MIMVS, an enhanced learning platform was

developed. Offering high-fidelity simulation based training for both residents as

experienced surgeons. This framework can help in establishing and enlarging surgical

competences in shorter time without intraoperative trial and error (3).
The learning curve

Mastering a new surgical procedure, especially technical demanding procedures such as

minimally invasive surgery, requires surgical volume. Performances tend to improve with

experience and when plotting this performance graphically against experience, a learning

curve arises. This curve is roughly characterized by three phases; the starting point, the

slope, where a surgeon in training improves, and the plateau-phase (Figure 1) (9).

The course of this curve is determined by multiple factors, such as the surgical workload,

the technical equipment at your disposal, a competent learning program and patient specific

factors, such as anatomy. In addition, the innate ability and other non-technical skills of the

individual resident or surgeon contribute to the learning curve and should not be overlooked

(10, 11). Summarily, to overcome this learning curve, one should be aware of the significance

of improvements in a multifactorial performance environment.
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FIGURE 1

The learning curve. (A) The starting point. (B) The slope (the surgeon can perform the procedure independently and competently). (C) Plateau phase.
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Recent literature shows higher surgical volume is significantly

associated with improved outcomes of repair rate (OR = 1.25–5.5)

and mortality (OR = 0.46–0.84 and OR = 1.5–2.27 depending on

the reference group) in mitral valve surgery. A mean threshold of

minimally 30 mitral valve procedures per year was calculated (5).

For MIMVS data is limited.

Holzhey et all (2013) elaborated on this and analyzed 5,287

patients in their center. Surgeons who performed less than 20

MIMVS operations were excluded, so that eventually 3,895

operations performed by 17 surgeons were analyzed. A clear

tendency towards better results was observed, when a surgeon’s

experience in MIMVS procedures increased. They indicated

MIMVS requires 75 to 125 procedures per year to overcome its

associated learning curve. Furthermore, they stated it’s

fundamental for a surgeon to perform at least 1 MIMVS

procedure per week to maintain proficiency. However, as the

authors did not perform all procedures endoscopic, the results

cannot be translated one-to-one into practice (6).
Structural training for cardiothoracic
surgery

For decades, training on real patients in the operating room

was one of the most powerful approaches used in medical

training to master the learning curve of a procedure. But, against

the backdrop of working hours and rising developments of novel

techniques, there is a greater public scrutiny and accountability

about the skill acquisition process in surgery (12). This has

moved the medical community in the 20th century to develop a

different learning platform, consisting of VR modalities and

simulation based training, to provide structural training outside

the operative theatre.

Structural training for cardiothoracic surgery and MIMVS in

general is lacking uniformity across Europe. Due to the different

technical strategies in terms of access, vision, perfusion

techniques and conditioning, there is no scientific-based
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consensus regarding standardization in MIMVS. Subsequently,

there is no guidance by an outcome based syllabus for structural

training, making it hard to master the challenging learning curve.

Various efforts have been made to outline the fundamentals of

an ideal training program, bearing the paradigm shift from an

apprenticeship to a competency-based model in mind (13).

Zientara et al. (2019) defined the key structural, administrative

and executive principles of cardiothoracic surgery training as

shown in Figure 2 (14).

All the principles elucidated for cardiothoracic surgery can also

be applied to MIMVS. Patient selection is critical in MIMVS,

especially in the early stages of skill development. The most

appropriate patient to start with is a vital young patient with

minimal comorbidities and anatomically suitable for the minimal

invasive approach. Patients with high BMI, significant

comorbidities and impaired cardiac function should be carefully

considered, particularly early in the training program (15).

Additionally, another basic principle for medical education is

to provide mentorship. A skilled surgical coach could provide

formative feedback and recognize the areas of weakness requiring

further practice or remediation (16).

At present, we are trained in a culture that emphasizes and

rewards individual achievements. However, the importance of

teamwork in medical practice is inevitable for improving care

and patient safety. Recent literature shows that patients who are

treated for mitral valve disease on a dedicated heart team

decision have significantly higher survival independent of

baseline characteristics mitral valve pathology and allocated

treatment (17). With all these assumptions, the concept of

simulation based training was further developed and fine-tuned.
Simulation based training

Simulation based training is a technique for practice and

learning to amplify real-time experiences in fully interactive

manner (18). This type of educational endeavor has been well
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FIGURE 2

The principles of cardiothoracic surgery. Reprinted from Interactive CardioVascular and Thoracic Surgery, IVAC 213, Zientara et al. Basic principles of
cardiothoracic surgery training: a position paper by the European Association for Cardiothoracic Surgery Residents Committee, 2022 (14).
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described for laparoscopic surgery and proved to be effective in

reducing the learning curve of in vivo procedures (19). In order

to successfully incorporate the simulator into a training curricula,

there is a need for objective assessment. The tool should provide

formative and objective feedback.

In mitral valve surgery, various simulators and training models

have been developed (20–23). However, all the above-mentioned

simulators are defined as low-fidelity and evidence regarding its

usability and efficacy is restrictive. Fidelity in simulation can be

defined as a multi-dimensional concept. Fidelity is related to the

degree of realism, which is determined by its equipment,

scenario and setting, and the degree of exactness achieved.

Therefore, a low-fidelity simulator can be interpreted as a black

box, lacking feedback. For this reason, we developed a high-

fidelity simulator as educational tool for MIMVS in 2012,

providing objective, reproducible and metric-based feedback

(Figure 3) (3).
High fidelity simulator in mitral valve
surgery

The high-fidelity simulator consists of a thoracic torso with a

window at the fourth intercostal space mimicking a real-time

port access setting. This unique angle of view and limited access

for the long-shafted instruments is part of the training in

“chopstick” surgery, such as MIMVS (Figure 4).

When lifting the torso, there is a model which resembles the

mitral valvular apparatus with a slightly dilated atrium. The

mitral valve is casted in a deformable silicone model using 3D
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printing, providing a true-to-nature suture experience

(Figure 3E). The papillary muscles, situated behind the valvular

apparatus, are mounted using magnets to create awareness of its

vulnerability in simulation based training (Figure 3F). We have

shown the feasibility of these silicone models and described its’s

usability for training purposes and preoperative planning of a

complex MIMVS procedure (25).

The great advantage of this simulator is the feedback system

incorporated in this model, as highlighted before feedback is the

cornerstone of education (26). Four cutouts were made in the

aluminum housing of the silicone model to fit four high-

resolution cameras. When placing a suture in the mitral valve

model, an edge detectable algorithm calculates the suture width

and depth (Figure 5). These specific feedback performance

measures are clearly identified characteristics that are defined by

experienced surgeons. This way, the feedback is objective,

consistent and reproducible and can serve as an effective tool to

develop skill acquisition (27).

In order to validate the simulator, 99 independent surgeons

evaluated the model by questionnaire statements, scored on a

1-to 5-point Likert scale. All the correspondents agreed that the

MIMVS simulator is a realistic and useful tool for training

purposes in MIMVS (3). The next step was to test if the

simulator actually improves trainee performance. For this

purpose we designed an air-pilot training concept (Endoscopic

Mitral Valve Repair Course) (28).

Although results are promising, there are several limiations using

the above-mentioned simulator for training purposes in MIMVS.

First of all, the model used in simulation based training is not fully

representative of the heart. Futhermore, the focus of the simulator
frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 3

Final version of the simulator. (A,B), View of the assembled simulator. (C,D), Feedback system. (E,F), Magnetic, silicone papillary muscles mounted in the
3-dimensional–printed ventricle. Reprinted from The Journal of Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery, Volume 157, Nia, P. S., Daemen, J. H., & Maessen,
J. G, Development of a high-fidelity minimally invasive mitral valve surgery simulator, 1567-1574, 2019, with permission from Elsevier (3).
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is directed toward annular suture placement and sealing the

annuloplasty ring, instead of the overall scope of MIMVS. This

educational tool does not provide training how to access the valve

without complications. In our opinion, a basic level of surgical

skills should be obtained before starting the program.Joyce et al.

reported on the restricted home practice (3 h during 2 weeks). (15)

This in mind, the program should stress the imperative need for a

concept of deliberate practice in (residency) training.
Training course

Prospective, randomized, double-blinded studies have proven

that residents in surgery, trained with high fidelity simulators,

have significantly less intra-operative inaccuracies (14–29).

Therefor, we believe simulation based training can influence the

steepness of the learning curve by providing fidelity on

performance sensing, assessment and procedural rehearsal (27).
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We designed an air-pilot training concept (Endoscopic Mitral

Valve Repair Course) in collaboration with the European

Association for Cardiovascular Surgery (EACTS). The two day

course started with a theoretical and technical pre-assessment

on the simulator. During the course a MIMVS expert

elaborated on the theoretical part of MIMVS and provided

together with the simulator formative and metric based

feedback on the technical skills of the participants. At the end

of the course the same theoretical and technical assessment was

evaluated (Figure 6).

We analyzed 102 participants who attended the full course. The

analyzed participants consisted of 83 (83.3%) staff surgeons, 12

(11.8%) surgeons who finished residency and 5 (4.9%) residents

in training. The participants showed significant higher theoretical

knowledge of MIMVS after completion of the course (median

score 58% vs. 67%, P < 0.001) and their technical skills improved

significantly in suture accuracy (43% vs. 99%, P < 0.001) and

speed (87 s vs. 42 s, P < 0.001). This study proved that the high-
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FIGURE 4

Black outlined arrow: right sided minithoracotomy with soft tissue retractor; asterisk: 3-dimensional (3D) endoscope placed through a trocar in the same
intercostal space; black arrow: peripheral cannulation in the right groin, with permission of journal of visualized surgery (24).

FIGURE 5

User interfaces of the feedback system. (A,B). Graphical user interface that provides on-screen feedback, the endoscopic view and allows the user to
define the margin of error. (C). Log-in screen. (D). Internal camera from which width and depth are measured, with permission of The Journal of
thoracic and cardiovascular surgery (3).
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FIGURE 6

Overview of the philosophy of simulation based training and its inclusion in the endoscopic mitral valve course in our centre. 3D: three-dimensional.
Reprinted from Interactive CardioVascular and Thoracic Surgery, Volume 30, Issue 5, Peyman Sardari Nia, Samuel Heuts, Jean H T Daemen, Jules
R Olsthoorn, W Randolph Chitwood, Jr, Jos G Maessen, The EACTS simulation-based training course for endoscopic mitral valve repair: an air-pilot
training concept in action, 691-698, 2020, with permission from Elsevier (28).
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fidelity simulator is a validated tool to provide in training purposes

for MIMVS (28).

In the course evaluation afterwards, 33% of the participants

stated they started the MIMVS program successfully. The other

67% of participants did not started the program. Of these 23.7%

had no intention of starting the program, in contrast to 76.3%

who stated they wanted to start the program in the near future.

The following reasons for not starting the program were given:

lack of collegial support, lack of case or volume load and lack of

facilities (28). In light of these promising findings, we should

envision a training program, rather than a single course in

MIMVS to master its associated learning curve.
Future perspectives

Firstly, simulation based training should not be seen as a

substitute, but rather an additional tool for structural training in

MIMVS. For future, we envision to develop and implement
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worldwide training programs. To achieve this, simulators should

be incorporated in clinical guidelines as a potential training

pathway. Simulation based training in MIMVS should be part of

national scientific session meetings and international fellow

education. In order to provide in this trajectory, we want to

increase the accessibility of simulators at the educational institute

or at home to continue practicing to master its associated

learning curve.

In order to provide a successful concept training program for

residents and surgeons interested in MIMVS, one should have

first of all inclusion and exclusion criteria. Once the surgeon in

training for MIMVS completed the two day MIMVS air-pilot-

training course, one should get access to a simulator available for

home-use. Subsequently, intensive fellowship will follow to

provide the trainee insights regarding patient selection, (pre)-

operative planning and surgical technique in real patients.

During the training program proctoring and mentorship

continues remotely. Finally, objective certification based on the

program success should be the icing on the cake (Figure 7).
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FIGURE 7

Timeline of the air-pilot training concept programme with inclusion of the training at our course, simulation and proctoring at the participants’ home
centre and actual start of a self-managed program. Reprinted from Interactive CardioVascular and Thoracic Surgery, Volume 30, Issue 5, Peyman
Sardari Nia, Samuel Heuts, Jean H T Daemen, Jules R Olsthoorn, W Randolph Chitwood, Jr, Jos G Maessen, The EACTS simulation-based training
course for endoscopic mitral valve repair: an air-pilot training concept in action, 691-698, 2020, with permission from Elsevier (28).
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